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Methodology
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An online flash poll was conducted of GBTA members and non-members worldwide, including 
corporate travel managers and travel suppliers

• Fielding took place from July 7 through July 13, 2020

• An email invitation was sent to 16,626 travel professionals including current and inactive members of 
GBTA; a link to the survey was also included in GBTA’s Daily News Brief sent to travel professionals 
worldwide

• In total, 2,167 companies responded to the poll

• Note: Some totals might not add to 100% because of rounding; each percentage is rounded to the nearest 
whole number



Key Highlights
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Has the Worst Already Happened? Travel 

Professionals Are Split
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Q. When thinking about the following, which best describes your view? (n=1,462-1,471) 

35%

36%

66%

73%

44%

44%

19%

12%

21%

20%

15%

15%

Revenue loss for travel companies

Layoffs/furloughs in the corporate
travel industry

Hotels suspending operations

Cancelled flights

When thinking about the following, which best describes your view?

The worst has already happened The worst has yet to come Not sure



For Suppliers, Pessimism Returns…
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Note: Question only displayed to travel suppliers/TMCs 

Q. The corporate travel industry has seen significant financial hardship as a result of the coronavirus. Compared to a

week ago, how do you feel about the industry’s path to recovery? (n=634)

How do suppliers feel about the corporate travel industry’s path to recovery?

8%
are more optimistic 

than last week 47%
feel the same as last 

week 44%
are more pessimistic 

than last week



Travel Companies Feel the Pain
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Results filtered for suppliers/TMCs

Q. Has your company taken the following actions as a result of the coronavirus? (n=603) 

72%

78%

81%

21%

20%

18%

7%

2%

1%

Pay cuts for employees

Reduced staff or laid off
employees

Furloughed employees

Has your company taken the following actions as a result of the coronavirus?

Yes No Don't know



Some Furloughed Employees Have Returned to Work
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Q. You mentioned your company furloughed employees as a result of the coronavirus. Thinking about the

employees who were affected, which of the following best describes their current status? 

Note: Results filtered for travel suppliers/TMCs who indicated their company has furloughed employees as a 

result of the pandemic (n=485)

3%
6%

44%

47%

Have Furloughed Employees Returned to Work?

All have returned to work

Most have returned to work

Some have returned to work

All remain furloughed or have since
been laid off



Business Travel’s Recovery Has Taken Longer Than 

Originally Expected
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65%
Business travel has 

resumed more slowly 

than I had expected

28%
Business travel has

resumed about as quickly

as I had expected

7%
Business travel has

resumed more quickly

than I had expected

Thinking about your expectations during the early months of the pandemic 

(e.g., March 2020), would you say that…?

n=1,661



After Signs of Recovery, Bookings Stall…
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Note: Question only displayed to respondents who work for an airline, hotel chain, hotel property, TMC, 

or ground transportation company

Q. You mentioned you work for a travel supplier. Thinking about your company, how have your bookings from 

corporate customers changed in the past week? (n=463)

How have bookings from corporate customers changed in the past week?

Our bookings 

have increased

--

29%
Our bookings have 

remained the same37% Our bookings have 

decreased35%



Business Travel Still Grounded…
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97%
of companies have canceled or 

suspended most (17%) or all

(80%) trips to China

88%

95%
of companies have canceled or 

suspended most (21%) or all (74%) 

trips to other APAC countries (e.g., 

Japan, S. Korea, Singapore, 

Malaysia)

of companies have canceled or 

suspended most (28%) or all

(60%) trips to Canada

Q. Thinking about your company, how has the coronavirus impacted business travel to…? (n=904-1,357)

83%
of companies have canceled or 

suspended most (39%) or all

(44%) trips to the United States

77%
of companies have canceled or 

suspended most (45%) or all (32%) 

domestic travel within their own 

country

of companies have canceled or 

suspended most (30%) or all

(65%) international trips

95%

92%
of companies have canceled or 

suspended most (25%) or all

(67%) trips to European countries

95%
of companies have canceled or 

suspended most (23%) or all

(72%) trips to Latin America



Despite Rising Infections, Companies Still Consider 

Resuming Travel
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Q. You mentioned your company has canceled or suspended most or all trips to the following regions or countries. Thinking about each region or country, which 

best describes your company’s position? 

Note: Respondents only asked about countries/regions where they indicated their company has canceled or suspended most or all business travel (n=715-1,043)

35%

38%

29%

33%

34%

23%

22%

21%

12%

37%

32%

43%

36%

34%

42%

39%

41%

40%

8%

10%

10%

11%

11%

17%

22%

24%

34%

21%

21%

18%

20%

21%

18%

17%

14%

13%

Latin America

China

All international

Other Asia Pacific countries

Middle East

Europe

Canada

United States

Domestic

Are Companies Planning to Resume Travel to…?

Do not plan to resume travel in near future Have considered resuming travel in near future, but no definite plans Plan to resume travel in near future (1-3 months) Not sure



When Resuming Domestic Travel, Different 

Companies Will Have a Different Approach
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36%

44%

9%

11%

How will companies resume domestic travel?
-U.S.-based travel managers/procurement professionals

We will resume travel in some states or
regions while continuing to limit travel in
other states or regions

We will wait until we feel comfortable
resuming travel anywhere in the country

Other

Not sure

Q. You mentioned your company has limited most or all domestic travel within the U.S. 

When your company decides to resume travel, which will most likely be your approach? 

Note: Only displayed to U.S.-based travel buyers or procurement professionals who 

indicated their company has suspended most or all domestic business trips (n=360)

40%

45%

8%
6%

How will companies resume domestic travel?
-Non-U.S.-based travel managers/procurement professionals

We will resume travel in some areas or
regions of the country while continuing to
limit travel in other regions

We will wait until we feel comfortable
resuming travel anywhere in the country

Other

Not sure

Q. You mentioned your company has limited most or all domestic travel within your country. 

When your company decides to resume travel, which will most likely be your approach? 

Note: Only displayed to non-U.S.-based travel buyers or procurement professionals who 

indicated their company has suspended most or all domestic business trips (n=141)



What’s the Timeline?
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Many companies 

expect to resume 

domestic  travel

within 2-3 months. 

However, 

international 

travel may take 

longer16%

44%

40%

34%

19%

7%

25%

15%

International travel

Domestic travel

Will travel resume within…?

2-3 months 6-8 months 12 months or longer Unsure

Q. You said your company has canceled or suspended business travel due to the Coronavirus. 

Do you expect travel to resume within the next. ..?

Note: Question only displayed to respondents who said their company has cancelled at least “a 

few” domestic or international trips as a result of the coronavirus (n=1,203-1,271)



Most Companies Revise Travel Policy
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56%
of travel buyers/ 

procurement professionals 

say their company has 

revised its travel policy as a 

result of the pandemic

if “yes”

3%

26%

44%

27%

How much has the policy changed?

It has barely changed at all

It has changed a little

It has changed somewhat

It has changed a lot70%
somewhat + 

a lot

Q. Has your company revised its travel policy as a result of the coronavirus pandemic? Note: 

Only displayed travel buyers or procurement professionals (n=704)

Q. You mentioned your company has revised its travel policy as a result of the pandemic. 

Thinking about your travel policy today, how much has it changed since January, 2020? Note: 

Only displayed travel buyers or procurement professionals who indicated their company 

changed its travel policy as a result of the pandemic  (n=392)



How Have Travel Policies/Processes Changed?
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Q. Thinking about your company’s travel program, which of the following changes has it made as a result

of the pandemic? Please select all that apply. (n=1,472)

17%

20%

20%

22%

24%

35%

53%

New rules about preferred  suppliers (i.e., requiring travelers to use preferred airlines
that allow name change waivers)

New rules about booking channels (i.e., requiring  travelers to use a TMC or corporate
online booking tool)

New rules about ground transportation (i.e., allowing rental cars more frequently)

Clarifying or changing rules about ticket credits/unused tickets

Collecting health  information from employee travelers (i.e., virus exposure or
preexisting conditions)

More frequent or detailed pre-trip communications or briefings

New rules about pre-trip approval

Changes Made as a Result of the Pandemic



How Have Travel Policies/Processes Changed? 

(Cont.)
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Q. Thinking about your company’s travel program, which of the following changes has it made as a result

of the pandemic? Please select all that apply. (n=1,472)

24%

8%

5%

10%

11%

15%

None of the above

Other

Signing a new contract  with a travel risk management firm

Greater adoption of trip insurance/assistance

Requiring travelers to sign a waiver before traveling

New rules about flight  bookings (i.e., allowing upgrades, seat selection, or lounge
passes)`

Changes Made as a Result of the Pandemic


